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Have You Ever Thought Of Me

Have I ever crossed your mind
At least like light sped through the space of  time
Was I ever a thought in your conversation
Or that northern star in your constellation

I sometimes I wonder and reflect and ponder
Could I ever be worth the time to be thought of
Have the words "I loved Him" left your heart
Then again "loved" is past tense and set apart

In solitude I sat while music played in my ear
My mind filled with fear and regret letting you go
You gave me a chance to be the man you wanted
But instead the fear of  company replaced being alone

I always knew the day would come
The day that I would have to let you go
So this day is the start of  a new beginning
Where I'm no longer still in love........?



There She Goes

There she goes Naturally fluorescent
Intriguing fragrance bathed in baby breathes and roses

I look forward to our rendezvous and mild direct convos
Your day is great and mines is blessed

With the best of  Gods gift to show
We stress relieve each other without even a touch

As distant love is more than enough to say
Even at heavens gates I'll be waiting

For my other half  to complete me once again
Your lips have caused me to sin and aroused my inner man

I stand tall on natures soil reborn as your foiled my plan
To live life with just the moon but you brought the sun

To brighten up my universe with just one verse to speak
We connect as though nothing else or no one else exist
Except God watching over us in the garden of  Eden

Our hunger for the tree of  knowledge is just a bittersweet poison taste
So you step away from the tree of  consciousness and turn around loving all of  me

My physique, my color, my structure, my smell, my eyes staring in your eyes
With no judgement but Gods love for his creation

I stare back at Gods perfection all of  it with no judgement but marveled at my opposite
God smiles at the choice of  our free will

Choosing not to eat the apple of  the serpents pleasures
I reached out for your hand as your smiled and held mines

As described our propose protecting us from demons and serpents we intertwined
With only us in mind and there a garden we have grown with the secret ingredient

Love
Unconditional

Forever
Truth...............



When Does The Chaos Stop?

When will we learn once we killed each other off
we will all in due time peacefully rot

In the world, we gave our all to the world we destroyed from our hearts
The same hearts that visioned a better future with gadgets, faster cars, bigger houses and 

watch.......as the world not destroy itself  but the inhabitants 
who selfishly build til the end is near for them to stop....

Whatever happened to the fresh smell of  green grass and sweet maple trees we use to climb 
to see the world for its natural beauty

We would run in the fields and dance and thank heaven for such a gift 
and praise His name for the opportunity to experience human life for we exist

Instead man wanted more
as if  the world is not enough

The very things we use to build for advancement is setting its course for destruction 
when does it all end  / when does this chaos stop

Brothers are killing brothers not only with physical formed weapons but with their thoughts
Sisters are reconstructing themselves as if  their natural beauty is not accepted

Man made diseases are being profited with western medicine to maintain its stabilization
Hate has become a lustful habit and jealousy as a discrete pattern 

with results ending in reckless violence

I don't have the answers to life and to be honest I really don't understand it
But what I can say is that I'm thankful to live another day to get my life in order

I realized that life could be a dream and we're just all waiting to wake up
Once your eyes are open you can truly live as a dreamer 

as some would see you even in this chaotic world



Untitled Poem

Drowning in your own tears filled inside
Learning to grow gills feels real with pride
If  gravity never exist my frown would die
Externally but internally my feelings hide

  
  FOREVER

Lost in a world slowly dying with fear
Tossed in the abyss of  my own nightmares
Caught in the asylum of  the pain I wear

Clothed in my own suffering
   

TIME

Is of  the essence a mental aroma
Fresh grown thoughts

mixed with a spiritual cologne
Artificial limbs for time tells lies

And where we lie is where we die tells why
Dreams are said to be figments of  our

    
IMAGINATION

But dreams are unplugged
from the highly sedated programmed matrix

Now take this information and absorb it's
  

PATIENCE

This time consumed world is where my heart should depart
And set on eternity

where life truly begins.......



A Poem About A Poem About A Poem

Yesterday I wrote a poem
It was about a poem that spoke of  a poem

The poem I wrote told the beauty of  the  poem
That it spoke of

How rich and interesting that poem was
But the poem that was spoken of  by the poem I wrote
Was about the poem it was speaking of  and the poet

That wrote the poem that spoke of  its poetry



Will You Be Here When I'm Gone

We've had our differences
And said things to each other we didn't mean

We yelled we fought and tore the house in half
Sometimes I wish it was all a dream

Shattered pieces of  glass
as scattered tables flipped over broken

Both of  us staring into each other's eyes
Tears falling over wounds and clothing

Breathing heavy breathing heavy
We said all we needed to say

One of  us had to go
And the other one had to stay

I told her I'm leaving but I'll be back in a few
Will you be here when I'm gone?

She got up to go upstairs to find her other shoe
I left a happy home to be alone in the world

I came back welcomed with open arms
By her apologetically warm embrace

The smile I once had on my face turned to my surprise
As I look to see her suitcase for that hug was to say goodbye



Family

Sometimes you love them sometimes you can't stand them

Sometimes you wish they would call even for something random

Sometimes family miss you and sometimes they don't think about you

Sometimes they invite you out or ignore you and leave you stranded

Sometimes family drive you crazy and most times you go insane

How sometimes they beg you for dollars and only bring back handful of  change

Sometimes my family act ghetto........no most times my family act ghetto

But sometimes my family is there even when the dust settles

Sometimes we fight and say things we don't mean

Sometimes my family I question do they actually truly love me

Sometimes I wonder but don't mean to question

Is just sometimes that thought hits my mind like a home run in the 9th inning

Sometimes I Ignore my family to get a peace of  mind

But only sometimes when they ignore me and call to ask "Am I alright?"

Sometimes I say yes but most times I'm hurting inside

Cause sometimes  I contemplate am I even cool enough for y'all to even ride

Sometimes I over think things and most times I should just let go

Sometimes I wonder why I even came up with name "Thee Average Joe"

Sometimes my family shows how much they love me

And sometimes hopefully with no hesitation

I show them sometimes that you all are more than a part of  me.........



I'm Afraid

I'm afraid you'll never love me again
I'm afraid you'll leave home
I'm afraid I'll never be good enough
I'm afraid I'll be left alone

I'm afraid you'll laughter behind my back
I'm afraid we'll never communicate
I'm afraid you'll find something better
I'm afraid I'll be too late

I'm afraid you'll think I'm ugly
I'm afraid you'll never want me
I'm afraid to open up to you
I'm afraid you'll think I'm nothing

I'm afraid you'll lie and cheat
I'm afraid you'll never like my poetry
I'm afraid you'll curse me to the world
I'm afraid you'll never notice me

I'm afraid of  the silence between the both of  us
I'm afraid when we kiss you'll turn away
I'm afraid I'll embarrass you in public
I'm afraid you'll never want my last name

I'm afraid I'll never please you
I'm afraid you'll make fun of  me
I'm afraid I'll find you both in our bed
I'm afraid it'll be the death of  me

I'm afraid to get my heart broken
I'm afraid I'll never be man enough for you
I'm afraid to end this poem with.....
I'm afraid to say we're through..........



That Place On The Corner

That spot on the corner
Not too far from the city

In the old colonial suburbs
With the best panini sandwiches

I think I'll take a break
And have warm afternoon seat

Table for one please
Right by the window view of  the street

I'll have the cold bubble tea
With a steak panini

What a day it is to feel free
Thank You God for this day

Serenity massages my ears
And comfort felt in my presence

The mild occupied crowd feels the room
And decorative local art pieces brings life

I anticipate and hold onto to patience
Going over my poetry as she arrives with......

The sweet smell of  island fruit bubble tea
And savory mouth watering panini for me

What a day it is to feel free
To be in.......That Place On The Corner



A Love Song

Verse 1
I told myself

That I would never ever never ever
Write another love song again
I told myself a million times

Now I don't know what to do
My heart is beating out of my chest

And I have not a clue but
 I will make an exception because

I'm in love with you girl

Tell me tell me tell me

Chorus
Why do we

Waste our precious time
On a stupid love song

just to get our hearts broken

Why do we
Keep on writing mushy love letters

To no one who'll never write us back
But I have a feeling that you are somewhere 

singing along

Verse 2
I told my cousin

That I think I found the one
And she is exceptional
Wonderfully beautiful

I think I'm jumping in front of myself

Now I'm writing a love song
The same ole love song

That I said I'll never write
But I think I've memorized

Every single heartbeat she gave to me

Chorus

Bridge
What a stupid love song / why do I waste my time but she's so fine

But now I love this stupid love song and won't waste time because I love you



Room 101 Therapy

There's not a man made prescription that can heal like The Father
So during these conversations between words don’t even bother

To prescribe me medication they'll leave me sedated
Thinking I'm problem free and debating

Whether or not or just maybe I need more drugs
Or psychological evaluation

I'm alright.  No need to worry about my depression and insecurity
I'm happy and love what God has made

So today I'm quitting therapy and learning to take this road on Faith



One Size Fits All

I always thought one size fits all
                                        Not Really

So I guess we all are really different
                          I'd never really fit in

I guess I'm either too big for my ego
                Or too small for the crowd

Either or I'm always the opposite
            I stand to be seen or invisible



As Is

I'm The section in ikea that you  pass by
before you make your final purchase
I once was now I'm as is
Recovering from breaking hearts and  past sins

Could you learn to love me
As I already loved you
Or would you rather have love.......
Perfectly brand new.......I Understand



An Electric Yellow Eclectic Crush
                                         Dedicated to TJ 

I didn't know what to expect on that Ny city night

I was nervous anticipating what I've always been waiting for

The doors closed and the crowd applaud as I smiled with joy

The spotlight never been this beautiful I felt like a #1 fan

You played and I drifted on memory bliss daydreaming as if......

You were playing for me.........what a night to reminisce

You played your last song and left the stage

and I was hoping to meet you to get a........hug

Right by the bar you were there like a city girl waiting for her date

I approached you to get your attention and you smiled and wrapped me in your arms

I felt like a man that night who got what he waited for all his life.....a hug that sent him to Mars

You smiled and I smiled and on that day.......... An Electric Yellow Eclectic Crush



Glass Heart

*Fragile* 

Handle With Care

Have you read the sign

It's written in my eyes

Can't you see the tears

From all you said and done

You made me feel less of  a man

And it's hard to speak at all

From the pieces of  glass I coughed up

From my heart cutting my tongue

There I stand waiting for one last punch

As the words "I hate(D) you" sends me in a shock

Guess I wasn't the man you wanted (or needed)

There I stand barely breathing trying to figure out

How will ever put together back the pieces

To my broken Glass Heart



The Breakfast Club

I can relate to Brian
I always felt deep down inside

I was a nerd

I can relate to Andrew
I started to realize at times
I couldn't think for myself

I can relate to Bender
I thought being a rebel

will bring defense to my passiveness

I always liked Allison
Someone just as weird
and interesting as me

I had a crush on girls like Claire
A girl like her sends stars to the sky

And waves to the ocean

My life in 
The Breakfast Club



Just Because I'm Black

Just Because I'm black don't mean I only listen to rap

Just Because I'm black don't mean I don't know how to act

Just Because I'm black don't mean Im’a rob your store

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I'm flat out poor

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I'm dumb

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I’m always carrying a gun

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I'm suspicious

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I only eat fried chicken

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean I have illegitimate children

Just Because I'm black doesn't mean............you think what you want



The Queen & I

I read the poetry of  a queen
Young sister with fascinating hopes and dreams
She spoke as if  she invented poetry
Life was in her words
She graced me with a collection for me to read
Humbled by her gesture and beauty
Her words spoke as if  she was reading straight from the heart
You got to know her as every page turn
The world may see you with a smile at the door
But not me.......I see a Queen with so much life in store
I am honored you called me a King
You saw more in me than anyone had ever seen
Had not it been for my sweet appetite for life
I would have never told this very short story of........
The Queen & I

To SR



If Only

I wish you could see what I see
Felt what I felt

Then you would fall in love
With me too



A Very Short Poem

This is a very Short Poem........The end, Thank You.


